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Using the continuum hypothesis, we give a counterexample for the following problem posed 
by Arhangel’skii: If X x Y is Frechet for each countably compact regular Frichet space Y, then 
is X an (a,)-space? 
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1. Introduction 
A topological space X is said to be strongly Frkchet [lo] (=countably bi-sequential 
in the sense of [5]) if, for every decreasing sequence {A,: n E N} accumulating at 
x E X, there exists a convergent sequence B of X with x E B n A,, for each n E N, 
where N denotes the integers. If Ai = A, for each i and j, then such a space is said 
to be Frkhet. 
It is well-known that Frtchet spaces behave quite badly with respect to product 
operations. In fact the product of two compact FrCchet spaces need not be Frtchet 
[9]. The following theorems are positive results for the product of FrCchet spaces 
when at least one factor space is countably compact. 
1.1. Theorem [S]. A space X is strongly Frkchet if and only if X x C is Frkchet, where 
C={O}u{l/n: nE N} or C is the closed unit interval [O,l]. 
1.2. Theorem [2]. If X is an (ax-FU)-space, then X x Y is Frkchet for each countably 
compact regular Frkchet space Y. 
After proving Theorem 1.2, Arhangel’skii asked whether the converse of the above 
theorem is true [2,5.19], i.e. he asked: If XX Y is FrCchet for each countably 
compact regular Frechet space Y, then is X an (a,)-space? 
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The purpose of this paper is to construct, under CH, a non-(a,)-space X such 
that X x Y is Frechet for each countably compact regular FrCchet space Y. 
In this paper all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff topological spaces. 
2. Definition and preliminary results 
Let X be a space. A collection ti of convergent sequences of X is said to be a 
sheaf in X if all members of d converge to the same point of X, which is said to 
be the vertex of the sheaf &. In this paper all sheaves are assumed to be countably 
infinite. 
We consider the following properties of X which were introduced by Arhangel’skii 
[l, 21. 
Let d be a sheaf in X with vertex x E X. Then there exists a sequence B converging 
to x such that 
I{AE~:IA~BI=K,}I=K,, (4 
~{A~d:AnB#0}~=K,, (4 
where IAl denotes the cardinality of a set A. 
We say B satisfies ( ai) with respect to d if B satisfies the property ( (Y~) for i = 3,4. 
The class of spaces satisfying the property ( (Y~) for every sheaf I and vertex x E X 
is denoted by (ai). We denote by (ai-FU) the intersection of the class of FrCchet 
spaces and the class (ai) for i = 3,4. For a class 55’ of spaces we say an element of 
% is a %-space. Clearly an (a&-space is an (a,)-space. A w-space in the sense of 
Gruenhage [3] and a bisequential space are (a,-FU)-spaces [6, 21. 
The following two theorems show the relationship between well known spaces 
and (a,-FU)-spaces. 
2.1. Theorem [2]. A space X is strongly Frkhet if and only if it is an (a,-FU)-space. 
2.2. Theorem [8]. Each countably compact regular Frkchet space is strongly Frkchet 
(hence ((Ye-FU)). 
3. Construction of our example 
We denote by PN the Stone-tech compactification of N. For a subset A of N, 
we denote A* = Cl,,A - A. Let F be a closed subset of N*. We put X = N u {F} 
and topologize as follows: Points of N are isolated. The set of the form U u {F} 
is a basic neighborhood of F in X, where U is a subset of N with F c U*. The 
following facts are well-known. 
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3.1. Fact. Let Z be a non-empty zero set in N*. Then IntN*Z # 0. 
3.2. Fact. Two disjoint cozero sets in N* have disjoint closures. 
3.3. Fact [4] . Let X = N u {F}. Then X is strongly Frkhet zfand only if F is regular 
closed in N* and, for each zero set Z of N*, F n Z f 0 implies F n lnt,*Z f 0. 
3.4. Lemma (CH). Let Z be a zero set in N* with the non-empty boundary H. Then 
there exist two regular closed sets F, and G, in N* such that 
(i) F, c Z and G, c Z, 
(ii) Bdy,.,*F, = Bdy,*G, = H, 
(iii) Int,*F, n Int,+G, = 0, 
(iv) for each zero set K of N* such that H n Bdy,*K # 0, 
K A Int,*F, # (3 and K u IntN*G, # 0. 
After constructing F, and G, , put F = FI u (N* -Z) and let X = N u {F}. Then 
we can show that X is the desired space. This lemma is proved in [7] for another 
purpose, but we include the proof (under CH); since details of the construction 
will be used later. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We construct FI and G1 by transfinite induction. Note that 
the cardinality of the set of all zero sets in N* equals the cardinality of the continuum. 
Let {Z,: (Y < wl} be the family of all zero sets in Z such that H n Bd yN* Z, # 0 for 
(Y < wl, where w, is the first uncountable ordinal. Let { W,; cy < wl} be a family of 
zero sets in Z such that W, s W, for (Y > p, W, = n { W,: /3 < a} if (Y is limit and 
n { W,: CY < ml} = H. We choose 0, and V, , non-empty disjoint clopen subsets of 
Z, n W, , and inductively we suppose that we have defined for each p < (Y, non-empty 
clopen subsets 0, and V, of N* such that 
U{O,: y<P}c OpCInt,*Z, 
U{V,: r<P}c VpcInt,*Z, 
(1) 
0, n ZP Z 0, VPnZpfO, 
@AJw,: r<Pw(vp-UW,: Y<Pl)‘W,, 
(2) 
0,n V,=0 for y,S<cu. (3) 
We define 0, and V,. We first define O& and V& as follows: If (Y is isolated, we 
put O,& = O,_, and V& = I!_, . Assume (Y is a limit ordinal. Put 6, = U (0,: p < (u} 
and V, = IJ{ V,: p < a}. Then the relation 
U{(N*- w,)-o,:~<~}=(N*- w,)-6, 
expresses (N* - W,) - 6, is cozero set in N *. Thus it follows that ((N* - W,) - 
6,) u ea and 8, are disjoint cozero sets in N*. We choose O& any clopen subset 
of N* which contains 6, and which is disjoint from ((N* - Go) - 6_) u ea. By 
exchanging 0, for V,, we can define Vb, . 
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Note that Z - O& and Z - V& are zero sets in N* whose boundaries in N” are 
H. Since Z, n (Z - 0;) n (Z - Vb) # 0, Int,* (Z,n(Z-O&)n(Z-Vh))#0 by 
Fact 3.1. Let S, and T, be non-empty clopen subsets of N* such that 
S, u T, c IntN*(Z, n (Z - 0;) n (Z - V&) n W,). 
Let 0, = Ob: u S, and V, = Vb, u T,. We have choosen 0, and V, (a < q) satisfying 
the conditions (l), (2) and (3). Put 
F, = Cl,*(lJ (0,: Ly < WI}), G, = Cl&u {V,: (Y < wl}). 
Then clearly F, and G, satisfy (i), (iii) and (iv). We show (ii). Let U be any clopen 
subset of N* with U n H # 0. Then U n Z is a non-empty zero set with U n Z n H # 
0. Hence U n Fl # 0 and U n G, # 0 by (iv). This implies that H is the boundary 
of F, and G,. The proof is completed. 0 
It is easy to see that every zero set Z in N* with non-empty boundary in N* can 
be expressed by the form Z = N* - lJ { Tz: n E N}, where {T,: n E N} is pairwise 
disjoint infinite subsets of N and U {T,,: n E N} = N. In the arguments below, we 
fix such {T,: no N}. We put F=F,u(N*-Z) and X= NW(F). Then clearly F 
is a regular closed in N* and, by (iv) and Fact 3.3, X is strongly FrCchet. For each 
clopen subset 0 in N*, we denote by 6 a subset of N with d* = 0. We note that 
ifa<<, thenO,-W,cO,by(2) (4) 
and 
T, n 6, is finite for n E N and CY < w,. (5) 
We also note that each T,, and 6, converges to F in X. 
A subset A c X is closed if and only if FE A, or if A meets each 6, and each 
T, in a finite set. 
Assertion 1. The space X does not satisfy (as). 
Proof. Let & = { T,: n E N}. Then & is a sheaf with vertex F. Let B be any subset 
of N satisfying I{ T, E A: 1 T,, n BJ = K,}( = No. We show that B is not a convergent 
sequence. We note that B” n Z is a zero set in N* and H n (B* n Z) f 0. Choose 
Z, such that Z, = B* n Z. Then, by (2), V, n Z, # 0. This show that we can choose 
an infinite subset C c B with C* c V, n Z,. C does not converge to F by (3). The 
proof is completed. Cl 
Assertion 2. Let Y be any countably compact regular Frkhet space. Then W = X x Y 
is Frkchet. 
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Proof. Let A be a subset of W and (p, q) E Cl,A - A. We choose a convergent 
sequence {w,: n E N} in A with lim,,, w, = (p, q). If p Z F, the arguments are 
completed trivially. Therefore we can suppose p = F. 
Put 
S,,=(T,x Y)nA. 
If (F, q) E ClwS,, for some n E N, then, by Theorems 2.2 and 1.1, we can choose 
{w,. . n E N} in S,. Therefore we assume (F, q) & Cl ,$, for every n E N. Note that 
we can assume A = LJ {S,: n E N}. We show that there exists 0, such that 
(F, q) E Clw((& x Y) n A). (6) 
If such 0, exists, then, since G,, converges to F in X and Y is strongly FrCchet, 
the arguments are completed by using Theorem 1.1. We show assertion (6) by 
dividing into two cases. 
Case 1. (F,q)~Cl,(U{ClwS,,n({F}x Y): nE N}). 
Let G be an open neighborhood of q in Y such that 
({F}xC1&3)n(U{ClwS,: nE N})=0. (7) 
We first show that there exists an open neighborhood l-J, of F in a subspace T,, u {F} 
such that ( U,, x G) n S,, = 0 for each n E N. If such U,, does not exist for some n E N, 
then there exist mk E T, (m, < m2< * * * ) and y, E G such that (mk, yk) E S,. Since 
Cl& is countably compact, an accumulation point y of the set { yn: n E N} exists. 
Then (F, y) E ({F} x Cl &) n Cl,,!?,,. This contradicts (7). 
The set T, - CJ, is finite for each n E N and (U {T, - lJ,:n E N})* = Z. So there 
exists W, with W,cZ-(lJ{T,-U,,:~EN})*~(IJ{U,~EN})*. We put E= 
iJ{U,:n~N}u0,u{F}. Note O,-(lJ{U,:n~N})*c0, for p*cu by (4), 
therefore F=Fn W,u(F- W,)c(u{U,: n E N})* u 0,. This implication shows 
that E is a neighborhood of F in X. Since (F, q) @ Clw((u {U,,: n E N} x G) n A), 
(F, q) E Clw( 6, x Y) n A). The assertion (6) is proved in this case. 
Case 2. (F, q) E Cl,(lJ {Cl&S,, n ({F} x Y): n E N}). Using the Frkhetness of Y, 
we choose (F, yk) E Cl,&, n ({F} x Y) with limk,, (F, yk) = (F, q). Since S,,, c 
(T,,u{F))x Y and T,,* converges to F, there exists {wk: m E N} c S,,, with 
lim,,, wk = (F, yk). We put w”, =(ak,, bk,) for k, m E N. Let G be any open 
neighborhood of q in Y. Then there exists r E N such that { yk: k> r} = G. Since 
{(F, bk): n E N} converges to (F, yk), there exists mk E N such that {(F, bk,): m > 
mk} c {F} x G for k > r. Since { T, : n E N} is pairwise disjoint, 
(U IT”, -{a:: m > mk: k > r})* n (U {{uk,: m > mk}: k > r})* = 0. 
On the other hand 
Cl&u {uk,: m > mk]*: k > r}) c (U {{uk,: m > mk}: k > r})* 
and the boundary of Cl&u {{a:: m > mk}*: k > r}) in N* has non-empty intersec- 
tion with H. These arguments show that Z - (lJ {T,, -{a:: m > mk: k > r})* is a 
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zero set in N* whose boundary in N* meets H. Consequently there exists CY (G) < w, 
such that 
Z a(G)=Z-(lJ{T,,-{a~: m>mk}: k>r})*. 
Since 04~) n Z(G) # 0 by (2) and, by (3, &G) n T, is finite for each n E N, dacG) 
contains an infinite set {at;: i E N}, where ki # kj if i #j. We put 
A - da(G) n u {{uk,: mk}: k> r}, or(G) - 
B a(G) = Uk ak, E &(,,I. 
As Y is countably compact Frechet, there exist bolcGjE Cl,B,,,, and an infinite 
convergent sequence Co(G)c Bol(G) such that lim Car(c) = barcGj. We note bacGjE 
Cl&. Hence, by the regularity of Y, 
q E Cl,{b,,,,: q E G, G is open in Y}. 
Again, using the Frechetness of Y, we can choose (Y (Gi) < wr with 
limi+oo &cc,) = 4. 
Let (Y = sup{a (Gi): i E N}. We show that 0, satisfies the assertion (6). Let E and 
G be open neighborhoods of F in X and q in Y, respectively. There exist bncGij E G 
and Q(G,) such that lim Ca(Gi) = b,,,,. Since G is open, Ca(G,) - G is finite. Then 
{uk,: b:E CacGi,n G} is an infinite subset of OacGi). This shows 
ExGn(Gox Y)nA#0. 
The proof of the assertion (6) is completed. Cl 
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